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Let U be an open subset of the extended complex plane with connected 
complement. Let A(U) denote the algebra of continuous complex-valued 
functions on 0 which are analytic on U. Let bU denote the boundary of U. 
THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A(U) is a dirichlet algebra on bU, i.e., every real continuous function 
on bU is a uniform limit of restrictions to bU of real parts of functions in A(U). 
(2) Every bounded analytic function on U is the pointwise limit on U of a 
bounded sequence in A(U). 
(3) Harmonic measures for points in different components of U are mutually 
singular, and for any conformal map $ of the unit disc onto a component V of U 
the boundary values of 4 are (I - 1) on a set of full measure on the circle. 
The proof uses the classical F. and M. Riesz theorem together with basic 
theorems of functional analysis and some elementary observations on boundary 
values of conformal maps. 
A geometric sufficient condition for (3) is given. 
Let U be an open subset of the complex sphere S2 = C u {co}. 
We denote by A(U) the Banach algebra of all continuous complex- 
valued functions on 0 which are analytic on U, with the supremum 
norm. By the maximum principle, every function in A(U) attains 
its maximum modulus on b U (which denotes the topological boundary 
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of U) and so A(U) can be identified isometrically with its restriction 
to b U; accordingly we shall regard A(U) as an algebra of functions 
on b U. We consider the following question: when is A(U) a dirichlet 
algebra on b U ? (An algebra A of continuous complex-valued functions 
on a compact space Y is said to be dirichlet on Y if every continuous 
real-valued function on Y is a uniform limit of real parts of functions 
in A.) 
The motivation for this question lies in the fact that much of the 
classical theory of the disc algebra (i.e., A(d), where d is the open 
unit disc) rests on the fact that it is a dirichlet algebra on the unit 
circle. Thus, much of this theory will extend to A(U) once we know 
that A(U) is dirichlet on b U. For a discussion of those results on A(B) 
which extend to general dirichlet algebras see Hoffman’s book [Ill; 
Glicksberg [9] h as shown how Beurling’s characterisation of the 
closed ideals of A(d) can be extended to R(K) (the uniform closure 
on the compact set K of the algebra of rational functions with poles 
off K), provided it is dirichlet, and his method also works for A(U). 
Some work has been done on dirichliticity of R(K). See [IO], [4], 
[8], [12], [5]. If R(K) is dirichlet then so is A(KO), so that positive 
results on R(K) give answers to our question. (K” denotes the interior 
of K). 
Browder and Wermer [3] gave a necessary and sufficient condition 
for dirichliticity, in terms of the boundary values of a conformal 
map of d on U, in the case where U is the complement of an arc. 
In the general case, it is easily seen that a necessary condition is 
that U have connected complement. Gamelin and Garnett [6] have 
shown that when this condition is satisfied, dirichliticity is equivalent 
to the property: Every bounded analytic function on U is the pointwise 
limit on U of a bounded sequence in A(U). In this paper we show 
that the Browder-Wermer condition can be extended to the general 
case, and deduce Gamelin and Garnett’s result as a consequence. 
The proof of sufficiency uses basic results of functional analysis 
together with the classical F. and M. Riesz theorem and a lemma 
from function-algebra theory. 
If Y is a compact space, C(Y) and C,(Y) denote respectively the 
Banach spaces of all complex-valued and real-valued continuous 
functions on Y, with the supremum norms. The symbol /If 11 will 
denote the supremum of /f j over the domain of the function f, 
unless stated otherwise. By measure we will mean complex Bore1 
measure. We denote by A( U)L the set of all measures p on 6 U such 
that Jf dp = 0 for all f E A(U). 
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I. BOUNDARY VALUES OF CONFORMAL MAPS 
We start with some preliminary remarks on boundary values of 
conformal maps, based on Lemma 2 of [ 11. Let V be a simply 
connected open subset of S2 whose complement contains more than 
one point; we assume for convenience that 00 6 bV. Since bV is 
connected, we deduce from Theorem 1.11 of [13] that every point 
of bV is regular for the dirichlet problem in V, i.e., if f E C,(bV) 
then f has a unique continuous extension to v which is harmonic 
on V; we denote its restriction to V byj: Then for z E V,!(z) = Jj d/l, 
where AC is a positive measure on bV of mass 1, the harmonic measure 
for z w.r.t. V. For w E A, we denote by pu, the harmonic measure 
(in this case the Poisson kernel) for w w.r.t. A. A well-known 
consequence of Harnack’s inequalities is that if zi , zs E V then for 
some M > 0, M-l& < X,+ < MAzl , so that XZ1 and XZZ define 
isomorphic Lp spaces. Hence, if g ~Ll(h:~) where z0 E V, we can 
define g(z) = Jg dh, , z E V. If g,, E C(bU), and g, -+ g in Ll(X,o) 
then j, --f 2 locally uniformly in V, by Harnack’s inequalities, so 
that j is harmonic in I’. 
Now let F map A conformally onto V. Then 9 has radial boundary 
values a.e. on the unit circle I’, i.e., F(reis) -+ T*(eie) say, as Y -+ 1, 
for almost all 0 in [0, 27~). Clearly v*(e@) E bV. As in the proof of 
Lemma 2 of [l], we can find an increasing sequence {E,} of compact 
subsets of I’ such that r \ (J, E, has measure zero, y* is defined on 
E = (J,“=, E, , and F* j E, is continuous for each n. Now 1etfE C(bU). 
Then f extends continuously to U, agreeing with f on bU, and hence 
jo v(reie) -+ f o v*(eis) as Y + 1, for eis E E. Since Jo q is a bounded 
harmonic function on A, we deduce that fo T = (fo F*)‘, i.e., 
if w E A and z = g;(w), then 
If dh, = If c y* dp,. (1) 
Now let F be a compact subset of bU, and let {f,J be a sequence of 
functions in C,(bU) decreasing to the characteristic function of F. 
Then f,, o v* decreases to the characteristic function of q*-l(F) n E on 
E and so from (1) and bounded convergence, AZ(F) = p,(g,*-l(F)). 
This implies (a) that p,(v*-l(S)) = 0 for any &-measurable set S 
with X,(S) = 0 and (b) that X,(9*(E)) = 1. 
Now let f~ Ll(hJ and let f, E C(bU) such that fn -+f a.e. (X,) and 
in Ll(h,). Then f,, o q* --t f o q* a.e. (p,) and since 
j” lfn 0 F* -fm 0 v* I dp, = j” lfn -fm I db > 
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we have f, o cp* + f, o 9 * inLr(p,). Hence, (1) holds also for f E Ll(h,), 
and if we write Tf = f o q* then T is an isometric isomorphism of 
Ll(h,) into Ll(p,), with (Tf )” = p o v, f ELI(&). Moreover, T maps 
L”(h,) isometrically into L”(p,). 
Following Glicksberg [8] we say that V is nicely connected if 
there is a measurable set S C r of measure zero such that v* is 
(1 - 1) on r \ S. Then our set E can be constructed so that 
E n S = O, so that y* maps each E, homeomorphically on y*(E,). 
Thus, 9” has a measurable inverse defined on y*(E) which implies 
that T maps Ll(h,) onto Ll(p,). 
2. A CONDITION FOR DIRICHLITICITY 
We can now prove our main result. We shall denote by HI) the 
classical Hardy spaces on the unit circle; H,,l will denote the space 
of functions in H1 which vanish at the origin. 
THEOREM. The following are equivalent (where U is an open subset 
of S”). 
( 1) A(U) is dirichlet on bU. 
(2) S2 \ 7J is connected, and for every bounded analytic function 
f on U we can fkd a sequence {f,} in A(U) such that !/f, 1: < /if I/ 
andf, -+ f pointwise in U. 
(3) Each component of U is nicely connected, and the harmonic 
measures for any two points in dsflerent components are mutually singular. 
Proof. We may assume that a3 $ bU, and also that S2 \,, I/; 
contains more than one point, since the result is trivial if U = s” \ {z}. 
(1) 5 (2): SUPP ose A(U) is dirichlet on bU. By [2] the maximal 
ideal space of A(U) can be identified with g. Let z E U and let P 
be the Gleason part of A(U) containing a. Then P is a union of 
components of U. By Theorem 1 of [IS] there is a continuous (1 - 1) 
map r of A onto P such that f o T is analytic on A for each f E A; hence 
P is connected and so coincides with the component of U containing Z. 
The proof of the above-quoted theorem shows that 7-l = P for 
some F in H’(h,) (the closure of A(U) in L2(h,)) and, hence, is analytic 
on P. Thus, 7 maps A conformally on P. Now if f is a bounded 
analytic function on P, then by expressing f o T as a limit on A of a 
bounded sequence of polynomials (as in the proof of Satz 8 of [14]) 
we show that f = g” where g E H”(h,) (the weak * closure of A(U) 
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in L”(Q) and 11 g 11 < Ilf\\. Together with the abstract version of 
Theorem 3 on p. 938 of [l] this implies (2). 
For the other two parts we assume that s3 \ U is connected. Let 
u 1 ,.*. be the components of U, let vi map r3 conformally onto I.ii , 
let xi = ~~(0) and let Xi = XZi , the harmonic measure for xi w.r.t. Ui . 
Let Ti : Ll(h,) -+Li(ps) be the operator defined in the preceding 
section. 
(2) * (3): First we observe that if, for some i,f~L~(hJ, and 
f = 0 in Ui then ( Tif)” = 0 in A, SO that Tif = 0 and f = 0. 
Leti#janddefinefonUbyf=lonUi,f=OonU\Ui. 
Then by (2) we can find a sequence {f,) in A(U) such that [If, /( < 1 
and f, -+ f pointwise in U. Passing to a subsequence we may suppose 
f, ---t g say, weak * in L”(h, + Xi). Then g = f in both Ui and Uj , 
SO g = 0 a.e. (AJ and g = 1 a.e. (Xi). Thus, hi 1 Xj . 
Next,fixianddefineFonUbyF=&onUi,F=OonU\Ui. 
Let F, E A, with /IF, (1 < I, F, -+ F pointwise in U. Passing to a 
subsequence, F,, -+ G say in Lm(Xi). Then G = F on Ui and so 
(G o yi*)% = G o y = F 3 q = identity and. Thus, (G o F~*)“(z) = z 
a.e. on r, and hence pi* is (1 - 1) a.e. on r. 
(3) =b- (1): If f E C(bU) we have the following equivalences: 
f E A(U) o j is analytic on U * (T, f )” is analytic on d for each 
i o J ( Tif )g dpO = 0, for all g E H,,l, all i o J’fTy’(g) dhi = 0, for 
all g E HOi, all i. Thus, A(U) is the annihilator in C(bU) of the space 
of measures on bU : X = oi TF~(H,,~) hi . We assert that X is weak* 
closed in C(bU)*. 
By the Krein-Smulian theorem it suffices to show that Ball X 
is weak* closed. So let (o,J b e a sequence in Ball X with ok ---t (T 
weak*. We can write 
where fki E H,,’ and x:i Ij fki I] = Ci jl T;l( fki)lI < 1 for each k, the 
norms being the respective L1 norms. By the F. and M. Riesz 
theorem, Hol(pO) is weak* closed in C(r)*. Hence, passing to a sub- 
sequence, we may suppose fkipo -+fipo say, weak* in C(r)*, 
where li E H,l. Then \lfi I/ < lim infk+m lifki I/, so xi II fi II < 1. Let 
p = xix1 T;l( fi)hi E X. We shall prove that p = u. Note first that 
p - 0 E X, so p - (T annihilates A(U). 
Next let x E U, r\ C for some i, z f xi . We write gi = TF’( fi) and 
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g,i = TF1( fki). L e g E T?Pol) and put h(S) = (g(5) - g’(z))(i - z)-l, t 
5 E 6U. Then the function, 
H(w) = (g: 0 Pi(W) - ~c+?JiW - VP ZVGA, 
is analytic on A and has radial boundary values Tih almost everywhere. 
Further, since g” o y’i = ( Tig)- has bounded L1 norms on the circles 
(1 w 1 = r}, r < 1, so also does H(w). We deduce that Tih E H1 and 
(T,h)” = H. Hence, 
s s h dhi = Tih dp, = H(0) = (g”(~i) - j(,~))(~i - z)-1, 
I.e., 
j&)(1 - +' 4(5) = g"(4 j (5 - x)-l dW') + (j(zi) - j(z))(z, - x)-l. 
We apply this withg = gki andg = g, , noting thatfki *jli pointwise 
in d, since the Poisson kernel is continuous, and hence ,& -+ gi 
pointwise in Ui . We deduce that 
jg,d5)(5 - C d&(5) - jgd5)(5 - z>-’ d&(5), as k --f co. 
If j f i, then gkj(l)(f; - a)-’ is in Tf(Hol), so that 
s g,,(C)(r; - W h 5) =0, 
and similarly for gj . Hence, 
j (t; - 4-l b&J = jgw(i)(i - z>-' dU5) 
* -+ s gi(6-)(5 - 4-l d&(5) 
= s (5 - 4-l 445). 
Thus ] ([ - a)-” d(o - p)(c) = 0 for z E U, \ {xi}, for each i. Since 
the left expression is analytic on U, this equation holds for all z E U. 
By Lemma 1 .l of [6] we deduce that u = p (observe that the proof 
of that lemma is valid for our U, with a,, E U replaced by x0 E U n C). 
Thus X is weak* closed. 
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By the bipolar theorem, X = A( &‘)I. If p is a real measure in X, 
then putting p x z:i”=, TI1(Fi) Xi where Fi E Hal, we must have F, 
real for each i. But a real function in H,,r must vanish, whence p = 0. 
So A(U) is dirichlet on hU. 
Note. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was first proved by Gamelin 
and Garnett [7] by different methods. A short proof has been 
subsequently found by B. Oksendal (private communication). 
Apparently weaker versions of (2) will suffice to prove (2) a (3), 
e.g., we could relax Iif,! )I f i!fji to [f,,l bounded; this gives an 
alternative proof of Theorem 1.3 of [6] in the case where S2 \,, I,’ 
is connected. 
COROLLARY. Let K be a compact subset of C such that C ‘1 K” is 
connected and the inner boundary of K (i.e., the set of points qf bK 
which are not on the boundary of any component of C \, K)has harmonic 
measure zero (w.r.t. K”) for each point of K”. Then A(K) is dirichlet 
on bK. (A(K) is the algebra of all continuous functions on K which 
are analytic on KO). 
Proof. Let VI and by2 be distinct components of K”. The proof 
of Lemma 1 of [1] shows that the boundary of each component of 
C \, K contains at most two points accessible from both VI and Vz . 
Hence, the set of points of bK which are accessible from both has 
harmonic measure zero for all points of K”. By Lemma 2 of [I] 
harmonic measures for points of Vt and V2 are mutually singular. 
Now let F’ be any component of K”, and let g, map A conformally 
on V. We call a point z E 61; ambiguous if cf’ has radial limit z at 
two distinct points of r. We shall show that (essentially as in Lemma 3 
of [ 11) if Q is a component of C \ K, then there are at most countably 
many ambiguous points on b.Q n bV. Suppose z is such an ambiguous 
point; let q have radial limit z at wt and w2 in r (wr f wJ. Let J 
be a simple arc with end points wr and w2 , lying in A otherwise, 
and approaching both end points along radii. Then q(J) is a simple 
closed curve in T’ u {x}, and by Caratheodory’s theorem (Theorem 
IX.1 of [13]), the domain D bounded by J must contain points of 6K, 
and hence a whole component of C ‘., K. Thus, D contains a com- 
ponent T of C ‘.x, (K” u bQ> such that T n bl2 = (21, and T contains 
a component of C ’ \, K. Since distinct ambiguous points clearly 
produce distinct T, and C ‘., K has only countably many components, 
the set of possible ambiguous points z E bSZ n 6V is countable. 
Thus the set of ambiguous points in bV has harmonic measure 
zero for points of V. By the preceding section the inverse of this 
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set under p* has linear measure zero, so that 9” is (1 - 1) on a set 
of full measure. Thus, condition (3) of the theorem is satisfied with 
u = KO, so A(P) is dirichlet on bK”. Since a function f in C(bK) 
is in A(K) if, and only if, f ! bK” E A(KO), it follows that A(K) is 
dirichlet on bK. 
The question arises as to whether the hypotheses of the corollary 
imply that R(K) is dirichlet on bK. Some additional hypothesis is 
necessary, since R(K) can fail to be dirichiet when K” = O. The 
following conjecture seems reasonable: 
Conjecture. Suppose C 1, K” is connected, the inner boundary 
of K has harmonic measure zero for all interior points, and 
R(bK) = C(bK). Then R(K) is dirichlet on bK. 
The corollary shows that it is sufficient to prove R(K) = A(K), 
but it seems to be very difficult to relate the above hypothesis involving 
harmonic measure to known conditions for R(K) = A(K), as given 
for example in [16]. Partial results are obtained in [5], by quite 
different methods. 
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